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Figure 1. Linear discrimination with SVMs in a 
linearly separable case 
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Figure 2. Kernel methods 
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Figure 3. Information transformation using 
kernel function 
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Figure 6. Basic classification algorithm 
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Figure 7. Analyser section. 
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-*A4! &-! 42&#26! (1'56.&B(51/! -(L2/! &BB&A4.21B! &1#!
'62)*21A9! 5'! B42! (1A5.(1F! 2.&(+-$! ,B!4&-! C221! -45E1!
B4&B! B42! &1&+9-2-! 5'! -<&.! C&-2#! 51! C24&I(56&+K151G
A51B21B! '2&B*62-!&62!&+-5! (.<56B&1B! '56!#2B2AB(1F!-<&.!
C2A&*-2!B42!1&B*62!5'!B42!A51B21B!5'!-<&.!(-!#91&.(A$!!!
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,1! B4(-! B2A41()*2! B42! -<&.! 2.&(+-! E(++! '*6B426!
(1I2-B(F&B2! E42B426! B4262! (-! &19! =>! 56! 15B$! J'B26!
A51'(6.(1F!B42!(#21B('(A&B(51!5'!B42!2.&(+/!B42!&1&+9-26!






?=:! (-! &1! (.<56B&1B! '5A*-! 5'! 5*6! <&<26$! H4(-!
B2A41()*2!(-!.562!2''2AB(I2!'56!62#*A(1F!=>!<65C+2.!&-!
E2++! &-! F2BB(1F! C2BB26! &AA*6&A9$! ,1! B4(-! B2A41()*2/! B42!
'2&B*62!E(++!A5++2AB! '65.!B42!&1&+9-26!&'B26!.&D(1F!B42!




H42! B2A41()*2! 5'! ?=:! (-! B5! B6&(1! B42! A+&--('(26!
<26(5#(A&++9! '56! &! A26B&(1! B(.2! (1B26I&+$! H5! B6&(1! B42!
A+&--('(26!&B!B(.2!2!E(B4!.2--&F2-!;2&62A2(I2#!&B!B(.2!25!
A51B6(C*B2-!.562! B5! A+&--('9(1F! 2.&(+! 62A2(I2#! &B! 2RM[!










! E(++! C2! *-2#! B5! C*(+#! &!
A+&--('(A&B(51!.5#2+!'56!*-26!&B!2aM$!!
l5E2I26/! (1! B42! A&-2! 5'! A4&1F(1F! -5.2! '2&B*62!
2&6+(26!.2--&F2-! A5*+#! <5-2! &! 12F&B(I2! (.<&AB! 51! B42!
62+(&C(+(B9! 5'! B42! A+&--('(A&B(51! .5#2+! QZ/R_U$! ,1! B4&B!




∈!027& F7b2I! (-! -2+2AB2#! '56! B6&(1(1F! B(.2! 2/! E2! *-2! (B-!
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H42! H&C+2! R! -45E-! #2B&(+-! 5'! 2O<26(.21B&+! 62-*+B!
'65.!:;"$!,B!4&-!C221!-45E1!B4&B!-5.2B(.2!E2!'5*1#!
L265! =>! M?&B&R! &1#! ?&B&X! (1! H&C+2! RN! E4(A4! (-!
<65.(-(1F/!&1#!B42!&I26&F2!=>!(-!.*A4!+5E26$!,B!(-!&+-5!
-45E1! B4&B! B42! <62A(-(51! (-! R__r! '56! -5.2! #&B&! -2B-!
&1#!&I26&F2!(-!TZr!E4(A4!(-!A51I(1A(1F$!!
=(F*62!T!-45E-! B42!A5.<&6&B(I2!62-*+B-!5'!2O(-B(1F!
B2A41()*2! QWU! E(B4! 5*6! <65<5-2#! B2A41()*2! *-(1F! B42!
<*C+(A!#&B&!-2B-!>7JRGSGW$!,B!4&-!C221!-45E1!B4&B!B42!
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Figure 9. Comparison with existing [3] and 






2.<4&-(-! 4&-! C221! F(I21! 51! B42! '5++5E(1F! C&-(A!
62-2&6A4!A4&++21F2-$!!
)&-5+/"/! 62#*AB(51! 5'! =>! <65C+2.-/! C2A&*-2!.&19!
.&A4(12! +2&61(1F! B2A41()*2-! '56! -<&.! '(+B26(1F! A&1!
&A4(2I2! I269! 4(F4! &AA*6&A9! E(B4! -5.2! &.5*1B! 5'! =>!
B6&#25''-!E4(A4!&62!F2126&++9!2O<21-(I2! (1!62&+!E56+#$!
,B! (-!15B2#! B4&B! B42! -<&.!#&B&! (-!#91&.(A! C2A&*-2! B42!
-<&..26-! &62! &+E&9-! A4&1F(1F! B42(6! -B6&B2F9! '56!
-21#(1F!2.&(+$! ,1!5*6!<65<5-2#!&6A4(B2AB*62/! B42!-<&.!
2.&(+-! &62! -21B! B5! B42! &1&+9-26! -2AB(51! B5! '*6B426!
&1&+9-2! (B$! H42! &1&+9-26! &1&+9-2! B42! A51B21B! 5'! B42!
2.&(+-!&+51F!E(B4!B42!C24&I(56&+!'2&B*62!-*A4!&-!42&#26!
(1'56.&B(51/! -(L2/! (1A5.(1F! '62)*21A9! &1#! &BB&A4.21B!
2BA$!5'!B42!-<&.!2.&(+-$!
.*'0#=/"/! ?=:! B2A41()*2c! B4(-! B2A41()*2! (-! &1!
(115I&B(I2! &1#! (.<56B&1B! <&6B! 5'! 5*6! <65<5-2#!
&6A4(B2AB*62$!,B!4&-!C221!-45E1!B4&B!B42!?=:!B2A41()*2!
(1A62&-2-! B42! <26'56.&1A2! &1#! &+-5! 62#*A2-! B42! =>!
<65C+2.-! &-!E2++$! a*6! 2O<26(.21B&+! 62-*+B! <65I2-! B42!
-*AA2--!5'!5*6!<65<5-2#!B2A41()*2$!!
l5E2I26/! B4262! (-! -5.2! A5-B! (1! B26.-! 5'!
A5.<+2O(B9! &1#! -<22#! (1! 5*6! <65<5-2#! B2A41()*2$!02!
&62! (1I2-B(F&B(1F! B4(-! &1#!E(++! &1&+9-2! (B! (1! 5*6! '*B*62!





QRU$! ,-+&./! %/! 845E#4*69/! "$! 345*/! 0/! [J1! ,115I&B(I2!
:<&.!=(+B26(1F!"5#2+!P&-2#! 51! :*<<56B!;2AB56!"&A4(12\/!
>65A22#(1F-! $'& 2#,& /(((& /)2,-)12+$)1%& O$)',-,)",& $)&
/)2,%%+*,)2& >*,)2:5& ^,<& 3,"#)$%$*+,:& 1)@& /)2,-),2&
O$00,-",5!;5+*.2!S/!!SpGW_!!>&F2M-NVWXp!`!WYW/!S__Y!
!
QSU$! 85421/! 0$! &1#! :(1F26/! u$! 851B2OBG-21-(B(I2! +2&61(1F!






QXU$! 34&1F/! v$/! 2B$! &+/$! J$! "5#('(2#! +5F(-B(A! 62F62--(51V! J1!
&<<65O(.&B(51!B5!:;"!&1#!(B-!&<<+(A&B(51-!(1!+&6F2G-A&+2!B2OB!
A&B2F56(L&B(51$! H-$",,@+)*:& $'& 2#,& Te2#& /)2,-)12+$)1%&




:*<<56B! ;2AB56! "&A4(12-! &1#! 5B426! D2612+GC&-2#! +2&61(1F!
.2B45#-$!O10<-+@*,&8)+9,-:+24&H-,::/!S___$!
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QqU$! l$! ?6*AD26/! P$! :4&46&69! &1#! ?$! 8$! m(CC51/! [:*<<56B!
I2AB56! .&A4(12-V! 62+2I&1A2! '22#C&AD! &1#! (1'56.&B(51!
62B6(2I&+/\!/)'$-0C&H-$",::C&;1)1*$!Wp/!W/!S__S/!W_Y`WSW$!
!
QpU$! ,-+&./! %/! 845E#4*69/! "$! 345*/! 0/! [J1! J1&+9-(-! 5'!




QTU$! ,-+&./! %/! 845E#4*69/! "$! [:<&.! '(+B26(1F! *-(1F! "@!
J+F56(B4.-\!H-$",,@+)*:& $'& 2#,&^^ Q^/)2,-),2& "$)',-,)",/!
S__Y/!>56B*F&+/!XRTGXSZ$!!
!
QR_U! ,-+&./!%/!&1#!345*/!0/![J1!&#&<B(I2!"5#2+! '56! -<&.!
'(+B26(1F! *-(1F! .&A4(12! +2&61(1F! &+F56(B4.-\/! h2#&
/)2,-)12+$)1%& O$)',-,)",& $)& >%*$-+2#0:& 1)@& >-"#+2,"2=-,:&
'$-& H1-1%%,%& H-$",::+)*& F/O>UHHI/! v*12! RRGRX/! S__q!!
l&1FL45*/!84(1&$!
!
?&B&! 8%! H>! =>! Hb! =b!
>62A(-(51!
?&B&R! _$TR! R! _! _$Zq! _$WX! R!
?&B&S! _$YT! _$pp! _$RS! _$qS! _$ST! _$pp!
?&B&W! _$ZY! _$TY! _$_Y! _$ZSY! _$WZ! _$TY!
?&B&X! _$qq! R! _! _$YqR! _$XW! R!
?&B&Y! _$qY! _$TY! _$_Y! _$Y! _$Y! _$TY!
JIF! _$qW! _$TZ! _$_X! _$ZRq! _$Wp! _$TZ!
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